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Selective-excitation double-Mossbauer (SEDM) experiments have been done using powdered scatterers

of iron and a-Fe,O,. In addition, calculations have been made to predict the SEDM line shape. These

calculations included Rayleigh, incoherent electronic, and thickness effects. The scatterer was assumed to

have a six-line Mossbauer transmission spectrum. SEDM line shapes are calculated for both static and

dynamic "Fe nuclear environments. Results for static SEDM line shapes involving one transition show

that the scattered radiation consists of a single peak located at the excitation energy for scatterer

thicknesses P ) 20. This is not true in the dynamic case. SEDM procedures are shown to be superior to

ordinary Mossbauer transmission experiments in determining time-dependent effects in certain cases. We

have applied these methods to study the Morin transition in a-Fe,O, . Our results show that each iron

nucleus is in a fluctuating hyperfine field. The values of the relaxation times at 263.5, 261, 259.5, and

258.5 K are (1.1 +0.2) &( 10 ', (2.3 +0.4) &( 10 ', (2.9 +0.6) X 10 ', and (4.3 +0.9) )C 10 ' sec.

I. INTRODUCTION

The selective-excitation double-Mossbauer ef-
fect (SEDM) has already been demonstrated by
other investigators. However, in their work no
attempt was made to compare SEDM spectra with
detailed calculations. In this paper we do that,
and then proceed to develop part of the necessary
analysis for applying the technique to the study of
time-dependent hyperf inc interactions.

The basic SEDM apparatus, shown in Fig. 1, re-
quires two Doppler modulators. The first one
drives a single-line Mossbauer source at a con-
stant velocity (CVD), exciting the desired nuclear
level in the scatterer, which is made of the ma-
terial under investigation. The other drive (CAD)
moves a single-line absorber, called the analyzer,
and is used in the usual transmission geometry to
analyze the scattered radiation.

In Mossbauer transmission and single-drive
scattering experiments the measured quantity is
essentially the absorption cross section. This
absorption cross section is affected by time-de-
pendent hyperfine interactions, but sometimes this
effect cannot be distinguished from static pertur-
bations such as, internal field inhomogeneities.
In addition, these regular Mossbauer results often
contain many lines, and are difficult to unravel.
In the SEDM case, the measured quantity is the
differential scattering cross section which is a
function of the incoming and outgoing photons. In

particular, the incoming beam energy is set at a
known value and the energy distribution of the out-
going radiation is measured. Consequently, in-
formation about energy transformations in the
scatterer during the lifetime of the nuclear state
can be directly observed. For example, if relaxa-

tion is occurring in the scatterer, the SEDM spec-
trum under favorable conditions mill show extra
lines, which would not appear in SEDM spectra for
the time-independent case. The exact line shape,
which is discussed below, depends on several fac-
tors. However, the information content of an
SEDM spectrum includes not only direct evidence
for relaxation and the value of the relaxation rate,
but also the energy levels which are coupled by the
relaxation process.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURES

The characteristic feature of SEDM experiments
is that four recoilless events constitute a mea-
surement, and therefore two Doppler modulators
have to be used to test for their occurrence. A
block diagram of the SEDM apparatus is shown in

Fig. 1. The components comprising the Doppler
modulators are of conventional design and utilize
the electromechanical driving technique. The two
mechanical drives were constructed according to
the National Bureau of Standards design and are
identical. The CVD drive followed the rectangular
signal which was obtained from a bistable multi-
vibrator activated by a photocell pulser as de-
scribed by Ruegg et al. The excitation velocity
was set at the required level and the return velocity
was set sufficiently beyond the other scatterer
resonances so that no other energy levels were ex-
cited.

Drive No. 2 was used in the constant-accelera-
tion mode (CAD). A triangular input signal was
obtained from a function generator described by
Cohen. This signal was used in experiments when
the complete hyperfine pattern was required. When

doing SEDM experiments the input signal to drive
No. 2 was derived from a trapezoidal function
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I IG. 1. Schematic block diagram of the SEDM appara-
tus.

generator. ' This allowed us to study a selected
section of the spectrum in detail at high-energy
resolution, The power amplifier and feedback cir-
cuits are standard and are described elsewhere.

In the early stages of this research, we used a
solid-state detector [Kevex 1000, Si(Li)], but a
proportional counter (Reuter-Stokes model RSG-
61) filled with XeCOE at 2 atm was finally chosen
and used in most of the experiments. Its energy
resolution compares well with that of the Si(Li)
detector, and it gives a much higher counting rate.

The source, purchased from New England Nu-

clear, was made by electroplating 45 mCi of Co
onto a copper foil 25 p, thick and 12 mm in diame-
ter. The active area is 6 mm in diameter. The
scatterers were made from commercially available
90/|;-enriched and natural 0.- Fe&03 and Fe-metal
powders. The powder was pressed onto a thin
lucite disk coated with vacuum grease, and the
surface facing the beam was covered with a sheet
of "Saran wrap. " This combination was pressed
into an aluminum frame and held in place by a
tightly fitting plug. The frame was supported in the
path of the beam by a thin rod attached to a ref-
erence stand which allowed the scatterer to be ro-
tated around a vertical axis. The analyzer was a
single-line NaAFe(CN)s 10HEO absorber having a
thickness parameter P = 14 (P =n "ocf, where n" is
the number of 'Fe atoms/cm, oc the resonance
cross section, and f the recoilless fraction).

To obtain sample temperatures different from
room temperature, a Dewar purchased from
Andonian Associates Inc. was used. The tail sec-
tion was modified to allow scattering angles of 90

and 60'. Two Cu-constantan thermocouples in
series were used along with a control unit to regu-
late the temperature. This was done by switching
a heater (1.24 W) on and off. The heater was
mounted just above the sample. We used dry ice
in methanol in the inner container of the Dewar
as the coolant. Two Cu-constantan thermocouples,
one referenced at the melting point of ice and the

other at liquid nitrogen, were used to monitor the
temperature of the sample. It was found that tem-
perature regulation to 0. 5 C could be obtained.

It is very important in performing scattering
and SEDM experiments to provide proper shielding
of the detector from unwanted radiation. Our ar-
rangement with the Dewar in place, is shown in
Fig. 2. The analyzer holder rod actually moves
through a hole in the lead brick and is located
about 4 in above the rod holding the source. All
the surfaces facing the beam are either made of
brass or covered with ~&6 in-thick copper plate to
absorb the lead x ray.

The experimental procedure for conducting SEDM
experiments is as follows.

(i) A normal Mossbauer transmission spectrum
using the constant-acceleration mode and a tri-
angle wave form is obtained. This spectrum is
needed to perform and interpret SEDM experi-
ments. From this spectrum a correspondence be-
tween the output (LVsyn) voltage and line position
can be calculated, which is useful in setting up the
SEDM runs.

(ii) Drive No. 1 is now used in the CVD mode to
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FIG. 2. SEDM shielding arrangement. The sections
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defined by the incident and scattered radiation directions.
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III. SEDM THEORETICAL RESULTS WITHOUT
TIME-DEPENDENT EFFECTS

FIG. 3. Scatterer orientation relative to the incident
and scattered radiation directions.

obtain a transmission spectrum of the material
over a selected region of velocities, i. e. , the peak
to be excited in the SEDM experiment and possibly
another peak for calibration purposes.

(iii) The CVD (Drive No. 1) is now set to excite
the line of interest in the scatterer. %'ith the de-
tector in the 90'-scattering geometry and the CAD
(Drive No. 2) moving according to a trapezoidal
(or triangular) wave form the SEDM experiment
begins.

(iv) At selected intervals the CAD- and CVD-
drive calibrations should be checked by conducting
transmission experiments as in steps (i) and (ii).
Our experiments lasted anywhere from four days
to two weeks and the calibrations were checked
every three or four days.

The SEDM spectra obtained in this way, as well
as the transmission and single-drive scattering
spectra, were initially analyzed using a computer
program developed in our laboratory. This pro-9

gram corrects for the parabolic background and,
among other things, computes a least-squares fit
to the experimental data, assuming Lorentzian
line shapes. The final analysis of the SEDM spec-
tra was done by using the results of Sec. III for
the time-independent case, or Sec. IV for the
time-dependent case, whichever is appropriate
(see below). In ana. lyzing SEDM experiments it is
important to know the energy distribution of the
source radiation. This distribution, which in-
cludes thickness effects in the source, finite source
area, collimation, and mechanical distortions,
was measured by conducting constant-velocity
transmission experiments using Drive No. 1 and

a thin absorber. The measured effective linewidth
of our 'Co in Cu source was I'„,= 2. 3I', where I'
= 0. 097 mm/sec.

where f is the scatterer's recoilless fraction, n is
the number of resonant nuclei per unit volume, I'
is the natural linewidth, and oo is the maximum
resonant absorption cross section. The scattering
angles are defined in Fig. 4(a). The functions
W,, (ll, , P, ) are"

W; =
~

C (I, m
~

LMI m )
I

'
I
X"(8 (4)

Here the C's are the usual Clebsch-Gordan coef-

In this section we calculate the energy spectral
distribution of radiation that reaches the detector
after being scattered by a "split, " "thick" scatterer
and transmitted through the analyzer. The major
effects that need to be considered are Mossbauer
processes characterized by the resonant cross
section oo, Rayleigh events characterized by cr„,
and the electronic extinction coefficient p, of the
scatterer which characterizes the other processes
that attenuate t;he intensity of the radiation as it
traverses the scatterer. %e neglect coherent
thickness effects and multiple scattering. %e
only mention coherent thickness effects for com-
pleteness. These effects only apply to single crys-
tals at Bragg angles or at most to mosaic speci-
mens. They are very difficult to even observe at
all. The neglect of multiple scattering is justified
by our results, and in any event contributes, in
our case, at most a 1/p effect.

Consider the situation as shown in Fig. 3. The
intensity distribution of the source radiation, as-
sumed to be Lorentzia, n, is I(E, S), where S is the
Doppler energy set by the CVD. The intensity of
the radiation reaching a distance x into the scatter-
er is,

I„(E,S) = I(E, S) exp [- p r(E) csea, x],
where n& is the angle of the incoming beam rela-
tive to the scatterer and pr(E) is the scatterer's
total absorption coefficient. The scatterer's total
linear absorption coefficient pr(E) can be decom-
posed into three parts: nuclear resonant p~(E),
coherent nonresonant pa (including electronic Ray-
leigh and nuclear Thomson scattering), and the
electronic absorption coefficient p, which includes
all incoherent, essentially energy-independent,
scattering processes. Thus,

pr(E) = p„(E)+, p. a+ p, .

The resonant nuclear absorption can take place
at energies corresponding to the allowed nuclear
transitions E,f . If the nuclear energy levels are
pure-m states,
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ficients and the X~'s are vector spherical har-
monics.

%e first consider the nuclear resonant contri-
bution. In general this term contributes a part
from recoilless absorption and recoilless emis-
sion and another part from recoilless absorption
and nonrecoilless emission. However, since the
scattered radiation is analyzed using the Mossbauer
effect in the analyzer, we only need consider the

cl—I (E ', S) =
I~

dE I„(E,S) nf
X

(5)

Following Heitler, ' and Boyle and Hall we can
write the differential scattering cross section as,

recoilless-recoilless part. The energy distribution
per unit length per unit solid angle of the radiation
scattered at x by resonant nuclear processes is

d'o„g fop W;;(8, y, ) W», (8,@,)(-,' r)'
;, ~ (I+n')[(E-E'+&;; )'+(-,'r)'][(E'-E;; —«; }'+(-'T}]

where a is the internal conversion coefficient, and y is the linewidth due to the source intensity and hence
is very small; we have allowed for absorption between the nuclear levels F-;- E;. to result in the decays
E;-Ef and. E;-E', , . [E,&-—E; —Ef and. S, ;;.=E'; —E~, =G (see Fig. 4}.] In the above sum we must include all
transitions consistent with the selection rules.

We assume that the source radiation has a Lorentzian line shape and neglect any anisotropic f dependence.
Substituting Eqs. (6) and (1) into Eq. (5) and integrating over E gives,

dI~ p fpnf &p(pI'») (pF) exp[ Pr(E' -&;, )ceca,x] ~&, &„
dx ', ,, (1+a') [E' —6„,—S) +(—,'I' ) ][(E' E,, —6;;—.) +(-,'r)']

where 1"~ is the effective linewidth of the incident beam. Neglecting multiple scattering, the energy distri-
bution of the nuclear resonant scattered radiation that gets to the analyzer is

T

IJE', S) =
&

—Is(E', S) exp[- l&. r(E') csea px]dx,
~p zY

where T is the thickness of the scatterer. The result is
fnopI (pIp' ) ( 'I') Wi—

~ W~,
. F

;,,„' (1+ ')[(E'-&;; -S)'+(-.'F,)'][(E'-E; -a;; )'+(lT)'1

where

1 —exP (- T f }J.r(E' —b, ;;,) csea, + P, r(E') cscap] }
pr(E —6&& ~ ) csea y + i»r(E ) cscap

Equation (8) is essentially the same as found in Debrunner and Morrison but generalized to a. "split"
scatterer. The angular distribution of the resonantly scattered radiation is represented by W;, (8~, &j&,)

xW&, ,(8p, &f&p). If the scatterer is a powder, this factor must be averaged subject to the constraint that the

scattering angle a is constant. We can denote this result by W;& &;,(a). These vaules are calculated and

tabulated in Appendix A. For calculational purposes it is convenient to use a notation where the transitions
are labeled by the lines themselves as shown in Fig. 4. Then Eq. (8) can be written

W, ,(a) 1 —exp[- T(csea, + csea p) pr(E )]' -~. ~ (E E,)P, (;r)P [(E -S) +(-;r,)')(csea, +csea, ) pr(E')

W, ,~(a)(1 —exp]- T[ijr(E' —G) csea~+ pr(E'} csea p] j)
, , [(E' —E; -G) +(—' I')'][(E'-S-G)'+(-,' r,)'] [p (E' —G) csea + l& (E') csea ]

W;,p„(a}(l—exp(- T[pr(E'+G) csea~+ p r(E') csea p]])';, &&Z'-Z;.,+G&' &-,'r»'&&Z' —S+a&* &-,'&',»'&w, &Z' G&csea, +v,&Z'&esca, &)
(8)

where t" equals the ground-state splitting,

nfo, (-,' F) W,.
P r(E ) = 2 [(EI E )p (x 1)p] + i&s+ i"e &

the bar indicates an average over all angles (see

1

Appendix A), and A„ is a constant determined by
the particular experiment.

The coherent nonresonant contribution to the
scattered intensity is mostly Bayleigh, because at
these energies the Rayleigh contribution is -10
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I(E', S) = Eq. {9)+Eq. (11) .
(12)

Once I(E', S) is determined the effect of the ana-
lyzer can be calculated by

I{S,S') = f I(E', S)e '~' ' ' ~dE', (13)

we have made estimates of the size of the inter-
ference term. For our case, the ratio of the inter-
ference term to the terms we included in the cal-
culation is, 7&&10 for excitation on resonance and
3 0&10 for excitation 10 natural linewidths off reso-
nance. As will be seen below our experiments do
not show interference effects and any line-shape
asymmetry is not due to this effect. Under these
circumstances the two contributions can be calcu-
lated separately and added. The total energy-de-
pendent intensity distribution of the scattered radia-
tion, which is subject to analysis by the analyzer
in transmission geometry, is

I+—
2

{b)

FIG. 4. (a) Definition of the angles used in the scatter-
ing calculations. (b) Energy-level diagram for a "split"
7Fe scatterer. The allowed transitions are labeled 1, 2,

3, 4, 5, and6.

times the Thomson contribution. '~ The energy de-
pendence of the Rayleigh cross section is relatively
weak and so,

I (E. S
Io{21'.)'&'fz&s&z(~)

(E' —S)'+ (-,' r,)'

) —ssp)- S )E )(cscs, ~ csc's)T]),
p. r(E )(cscQg+ cscB2)

(10)
where n is the number of atoms per volume, f„
is the recoilless fraction for Rayleigh scattering
( fs= f for n = 90 ), os is the Rayleigh cross
section evaluated at 14 keV (for our purposes),
arid

21+cos n
Sin pQ

Collecting energy-independent factors,

n As{1—exp[- tur(E )(csee. , +csea))T])
[(E' —S)'+ (-,' I', )] p r (E') (csea, + cscna)

(11)
In general the energy distribution of the scattered

radiation contains an interference term from the
nuclear resonant and coherent Rayleigh-scattering
processes. However at a scattering angle 0 = 90
this interference term is zero. Because of the
unavoidable experimental angular spread about 90

where S is the Doppler energy of the "single-
line'* analyzer and

n,f,o (-,' I")~

(E' —S' —Eo) +(2I')

p. (-,' r)'
[(E'-S' —E,)'+(-,' r )']T,

Computer programs have been written to solve all
of the above equations.

All our experiments were done using 'Fe, and
the calculations were performed assuming that the
nuclear levels are pure-m states. As noted above,
n =90 and @&=0.2=45'. The E s and 6 can be
determined by ordinary transmission experiments.
The total linear absorption coefficient, p = pR+ p„
was determined experimentally for both iron and
z-Fe203 samples by measuring the attenuation of
the y-ray beam on passing through various sam-
ple thicknesses. The values obtained were p. = 205
cm ' for iron and p = 54 cm ' for O, -Fe2O3. The
relative strength of Rayleigh to Mossbauer pro-
cesses, i. e. , Az/A„[see Eqs. (9) and (11)]must
be determined for each experiment although in
ideal cases it can be calculated. ' This calculated
result was checked by performing the experiment
shown in Fig. 5(b) and subsequent experiments
presented below. In Fig. 5(b) only the peak on the
left has a Rayleigh contribution. By comparing
the experimental results with calculations from
Eq. (13), we found (As /A„) = 4X10 ' for the 90'/, —

enriched sample of z-Fe203. This number was
further checked by exciting the same peak at dif-
ferent values off resonance and again comparing
them with the results from Eq. (13).

In order to get a feeling for these calculations
let us consider a hypothetical scatterer in which
the hyperfine field is zero, i. e. , the absorption
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riched o, -Fe203 scatterer at room temperature when line
I is excited. {b) Same as {a) except line 3 is excited. {c)
Full transmission spectrum for a 907o-enriched O, -Fe203
absorber at room temperature.

spectrum contains a single line, and the only pro-
cess is the Mossbauer resonant effect, i. e. , p,
=OR=0. In this calculation the CVD is set to excite
the sample three natural linewidths off resonance.
The results are shown in Fig. 6. There are sev-
eral observations to be made. First as the thick-
ness of the scatterer increases, i. e. , as I3 in-
creases, the resulting emission line shape is
peaked closer and closer to the excitation energy.
Notice further that all the peaks are asymmetric.
The reason for this is that, due to thickness, the
"effective" absorption cross section of the scatter-
er becomes very broad in energy. However, it is
only for very thick scatterers that the effective ab-
sorption cross section is constant over the inci-
dent-beam energy profile resulting in a completely
symmetric line. On the other hand, as P decreases
we approach the "single nucleus" limit as calcu-
lated classically by Moon and emphasized by Hoyle
and Hall. In this limit the emission line shape
has two peaks, one at the excitation energy and the
other at the resonance energy. However, both
peaks are extremely small compared to the results
for thicker scatterers.

Now using the appropriate (Az/A„) values the
calculated SEDM bne shape for a real iron powder
is shown in Fig. 7 when the sixth line is excited on
resonance and at higher energies. In these cal-
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FIG. 6. Calculated emission line shapes for ideal
resonant scatterers. The numbers labeling the curves
indicate the thickness {P) of the hypothetical scatterers.
The setting of the CVD, .i.e. , the Doppler shift, is 3I'.

culations we include Rayleigh and incoherent thick-
ness effects. The first point to notice is that in

all cases the peak of the SEDM line comes at the
energy of the incoming beam as set by the CVD.
These calculations were made for two different
types of samples: (1) a 90%-enriched iron-powder
scatterer and {2) a natural iron-powder scatterer
both having a J3= 286. Notice in Fig. 7 a difference
between the calculated results is seen for the two
different samples only for excitation 10I' off reso-
nance. Whereas the line shapes for (1) and (2)
are very similar, the main contributions to the two
lines are different. For case {1), i. e. , the en-
riched iron powder, 95 j& of the peak is due to
Mossbauer scattering and 5/, to Rayleigh scatter-
ing. For case (2), i. e. , the natural iron powder,
only 25'jj& is due to Mossbauer scattering, and the
rest is due to Rayleigh scattering. Notice also
that, as a result, case (1) (see Fig. 6) is slightly
less symmetrical than case (2). The difference be-
tween the relative contributions of Mossbauer and

Rayleigh processes is more clearly exhibited in
Fig. 8. In this figure we assume that the fifth line
in an iron-powder scatterer is excited. In this
case only the peaks on the right contain a Rayleigh
contribution. Cases (1) and (2) correspond to the
same type of scatterer as assumed for Fig. 7.
Now, however, the SEDM spectrum consists of
two peaks due to the magnetic dipole selection rule.
The ratio of the two peak intensities for the en-
riched sample changes only slightly in cases (i),
(ii), and {iii). However, for the natural sample
the change in the ratio is much larger, reflecting
the increased relative importance of the Rayleigh
contribution. It is clear that an experiment such
as this can determine 0„. %e see that Mossbauer
processes dominate Rayleigh effects for enriched
scatterers excited off resonance by less than 10I'.
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the velocity range of the analyzer over a region
which contains the sixth peak. In Fig. 9 we show
our results for iron powder. Figure 10 gives sim-
ilar results for enriched ~-FezQ3 at liquid-nitrogen
temperature. The dots are the experimental re-
sults. The solid curve gives the calculated result
using the above equations. The calculated results
invoive two parameters namely, (Aa/Aa) and the
over-all percentage effect for one spectrum in each
figure. The decrease in the percentage effect
owing to excitations off resonance follows from our
calculations. Notice that the theory correctly pre-
dicts the change in the percent effect owing to mov-

ing off resonance, the peak position, and the total
line shape. Observe in Fig. 10 that for excitations
off resonance the line shape is slightly asymmetric.
This is the result of fact that (Aa/A„) is small and

so the Mossbauer resonant process is dominant
(see Fig. 8). The agreement between theory and

experiment seems quite satisfactory.

(c)

)GYD

FIG. 7. Calculated SEDM results for an iron-powder
scatterer when the sixth line is excited {a) on resonance,
{b) 5I' off resonance, and {c)10I' off resonance. In {c)
curve 1 is for a 90%-enriched sample and curve 2 is for
a natural sample. Notice that cases 1 and 2 give the same
results for situations a and b. The vertical scales are
not to be compared for a, b, and c. The normalization
was chosen the same so that each figure is clearly pre-
sented. In. reality the percentage effect decreases as the
excitation moves off resonance (see Figs. 9 and 10).
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However, for natural scatterers excited 10'' off
resonance, the SEDM peak is almost all due to
Rayleigh scattering. This can be clearly seen by

looking at the peak on the right-hand side of Fig.
8 for case (2). We have indicated by 2' the pure
Mossbauer contribution to case (2). Notice, that
2' gives a hint of a peak at the resonance position
of line 5, but these effects are completely obliter-
ated by the large Bayleigh contribution. %e have

experimental results for a natural iron-powder
sample excited on resonance, and an enriched iron-
powder sample excited off resonance, which sub-
stantiate these calculations.

In order to check our calculations further we

perform SEDM experiments on a 9(Fj&-enriched
iron powder at room temperature (298 K) and a
90%-enriched e-Fez03 powder at liquid-nitrogen
temperature (7't K). The CVD was set to excite
the sixth line on resonance and two values off res-
onance for each of these samples. The trapezoidal-
function generator in each case was set to sweep

UJ

cf

UJ
IL

t CYD =57'
I I I I

~ ~ ~ IN ~ qpt out+
~ ~ I ) tebeg

'l, ~' ~ ~ ~, ~ 'e ~'2
\

(b)

I '.
~ 2.:

. I

tcvo=ior

FIG. 8. Calculated SEDM results for an iron-powder
scatterer when the fifth line is excited (a) on resonance,
(b) 5I' off resonance, and (c) 10l" off resonance. The
curve labeled 1 correspond to a 90%-enriched sample and

curves 2 to a natural sample. Curve 2' in (c )shows the
nuclear resonant contribution to the peak. The vertical
scales are not to be compared for a, b, and c. The nor-
malization shown was chosen so that the details of each
spectrum could be clearly presented. In reality, the per-
centage effect decreases as the excitation moves off reso-
nance.
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VELOCITY general approach which is only valid for excitation
on resonance. In this second method we made the
necessary modifications of the well-known emis-
sion line-shape formula needed for the SEDM case.
Following Abragam we write for the line shape
as a function of energy ~,

I((o) = Re[W A -I], (14)
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where % is the probability vector for the ionic
states which produce effective fields at the Fe
nuclei and is time independent for an equilibrium
siutation, 1 is a unit vector, A = i(a —~ 1) + v,
where 1 is the unit matrix, z is the probability ma-
trix for transitions between the ionic states, and

~ is the diagonal energy matrix.
Consider the ordinary transmission situation and

suppose also a two-level ionic system with both
states equally probable. Then Abragam shows
that,

(15)
0.98— ~ e ee

cvo

{c)
where 0 is the relaxation rate and

POSITION OF LINE 6

FIG. 9. Experimental SEDM spectra for an enriched
iron scatterer at room temperature. In {a) line 6 is ex-
cited on resonance, {b) line 6 is excited 5I' off resonance,
and {c) line 6 is excited 10I' off resonance. The solid
curves are the calculations based on Sec. III. The differ-
ence between the dashed and solid curves in {c}shows
the Bayleigh contribution.
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IV. THEORETICAL SEDM RESULTS 1N A FLUCTUATING
ENVIRONMENT

If the effective fields at the Fe nuclei in the
scatterer are time dependent, the expected SEDM
result is different from that discussed in Sec. III.
To obtain the SEDM line shape with relaxation oc-
curring in the scatterer, the effect of the time-
dependent fields has to be included in the expres-
sion for the scattering line shape given in Eq. 9.
This can perhaps be done following Blume's pro-
cedure. In such an approach the effective hyper-
fine fields are written as explicit functions of time
by introducing a stochastic model. The central
part of the calculation then involves the determina-
tion of the correlation function as described by
Anderson ' for the case of transmission geometry.
To find the scattering line shape the appropriate
stochastic average of Eq. (9), including the time-
dependent fields, has to be obtained. In general,
the SEDM problem is more difficult than the cal-
culation for the transmission case, and has not
yet been solved in general. %e will use a less-

z 096
O
y) 0.94
CO

x
V)

I.OO
K ~ e

0.98
0.96

0.94
0.92

0.90
0.88—

~ ~
~ ~ ~

~ ~ ~
~e ~

b)

cvo

FIG. 10. Experimental SEDM spectra for an enriched
n-Fe20& scatterer at 77 K. In {a}line 6 is excited 8. 85I'
off resonance, {b) line 6 is excited 4.431 off resonance,
and {c) line 6 is excited on resonance. The solid curves
are calculations based on Sec. III. The asymmetry in

Parts {a) and {b) is due to excitation off resonance {see
Sec. III).
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1 -i((@+6)—0
A

det A —0
—0

f( ++6) —0
(16)

where +5 are the eigenvalues of ~, i. e. , 25 equals
the nuclear energy difference corresponding to the
two possible ionic states.

The line shape for this case can be found by us-
ing Eqs. (14)—(16) and noting that g = (~~, —,'). The
result is,

—2A ~'
I((y)=

( g I) 4 ~As

We now want to calculate a relaxation line-shape
expression appropriate for SEDM experiments.
Consider an experiment where the CVD is set to
excite one of the lines in the scatterer (we are
assuming here a situation where even with relaxa-
tion they can still be resolved), say the one located
at ~ =+g, corresponding to the ionic spin value
S,= ——,'. If there were no relaxation or if A-O we
would expect the reemitted radiation to have a
peak at ~ =+5 only.

Suppose we now allow 0 to increase to a value
large enough so that there is a reasonable proba-
bility for the ionic spin to flip to the other orienta-
tion, S,=+ ~ . There is now a finite probability
for the. nucleus to "see" a magnetic field in the
opposite direction during the nuclear lifetime and

consequently a peak at ~ = —5 should appear in the
SEDM spectrum.

In the analysis of this situation, it is still ap-
propriate to consider the ionic spin-flipping pro-
cess to be Markovian. It is not stationary, how-
ever, since the ionic spin probabilities P& and P„
change with time.

If at time t=0, the nucleus is excited and sees
a field corresponding to S,=+-,', what is the prob-

t

ability of its seeing the field due to S, = ——,
' at a

later time'P We know from Markov-process cal-
culations that,

(18)

when only one state is initially populated but the
states are equally likely at equilibrium. Thus P»
increases, while P& decreases with time until each
equals —,

' .
To obtain the average probabilities we need to

average Eq. (18) over the nuclear lifetime. The
result is

0+I'
(20+ I'}

i(20+ I')

(19)

kQ+ I'
1 +(1+k)0

W=

I'+ (1+k)0

(20)

In addition to the above, we need to modify A '

[Eq. (16)] to include the natural linewidth I' as dis-
cussed by Abragam.

The result for the selectively excited emission
line shape including relaxation between two ionic
levels is,

For our purposes we must generalize Eq. (19}to
include the case when the equilibrium populations
of two ionic states are not equal, i. e. , (P, /P„}
= k. This gives

f(&o)—
(+4 —& )[F&o+0(h'-ah )] —(1+a)y(h'k +-,'Fy)

(~'& +-,' Fy)'+[F~+0(t' ad, )]'-- (21)

where
d'=(v+6, 6 =-(g+6, y=(a+1)0+(-,'I'),

a = {1'/0)+k.

In Figs. 11 and 12 we show the final SEDM line
shapes including analyzer thickness for different
values of the various parameters as noted on the
figures. In general we note that the difference in

two peak heights depends on the ratio of the relaxa-
tion rate to nuclear lifetime {0/F). In addition the
lines will be broadened according to the ratio of
the relaxation rate to the energy splitting (0/26)
just as in ordinary transmission results.

The superiority of the SEDN technique over the
usual approaches to the study of time-dependent
effects can be demonstrated by a direct compari-
son of the calculated results for the two types of
experiments. We consider a hypothetical case
where the two peaks are 35 natural linewidths apart
and calculate the line shapes for several relaxa-
tion rates. Figure 13 shows the calculated trans-
mission spectra and the coresponding results ap-
propriate for the SEDM experiment. Line broaden-
ing effects due to the analyzer thickness (P, = 14)
were included in the calculations. In Fig. 13(a)
the curves labeled 1 and 2 are virtually the same
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FIG. 11. Calculated SEDM relaxation spectra for dif-
ferent ionic population ratios k =P&/I'&&. The excitation
occurs at line I and 26/1 = 40. I', 6, and 0 are expressed
in energy units.

as the result for no relaxation. Curves 3 and 4
show a slight broadening which under experimental
conditions may be difficult to identify positively as
due to relaxation, since other effects such as sam-
ple thickness, collimation, and field inhomoge-
neities cause a similar modification in the line
shape if not accounted for properly. However the
SEDM results show the appearance of a second
peak in all four cases and thus unambiguously de-
termine the existence of relaxation in the scat-
terer.

V. APPLICATION OF SEDM TO n-Fe203

We have used our SEDM techniques to study the
Morin transition in n —FezO3. The rhombohedral
crystal hematite (a-FezO~) is basically antiferro-
magnetic up to the Neel temperature (T„=946 K)
but also has many other interesting magnetic prop-
erties. In particular it has a spin-flip transition
at T„=263 K which is called the Morin transition.
Below TM the antiferromagnetic axis is along the
[111]direction wtnle above T„the spine lie in the
(111)basal plane (see Fig. 14). The electric field
gradient (EFG) principal axis is along the [111]di-
rection for temperatures both above and below
T„. This transition region has been studied ex-

perimentally ~ and also theoretically. Ordi-
nary Mossbauer experiments show that above T„
the characteristic six line hyperfine pattern is dif-
ferent from the one observed at low temperatures
(see Fig. 15). This is due to the change in rela-
tive orientation of the EFG principal axis and the
direction and magnitude of the effective internal
magnetic field at the Fe nuclei. The difference
in the Mossbauer spectra can be characterized by
noting the positions of the most energetic transi-
tion at room (8. 34 mm/sec) and liquid-nitrogen
(9.20 mm/sec) temperatures relative to a Co-Cu
source (see Fig. 15). Regular Mossbauer trans-
mission experiments near T„show the presence
of both hyperfine patterns broadened and partially
resolved. Is this because both hyperfine interac-
tions are present and the observed spectrum is
simply a superposition of the two, or is each iron
ion's spin flipping between the two possibilities?
One could extract possible time-dependent infor-
mation by applying standard relaxation theory to
these ordinary Mossbauer spectra. Such an ap-
proach is very difficult in this case because the
two hyperfine patterns differ only slightly from
each other. SEDM experiments obviate this dif-
ficulty as discussed above.

In order to apply the relaxation results of Sec.
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FIG. 12. Calculated SEDM relaxation spectra for dif-
ferent ionic population ratios k =I'&/P&&. The excitation
occurs at line I and 26/I'= 10. I", 6, and 0 are expressed
in energy units.
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FIG. 13. Calculated relaxation spectra using (a) or-
dinary Mossbauer transmission geometry, and (b) SEDM
assuming relaxation rates in energy units; {1)0.25I',
(2) 0. 5I', (3) 1.25I', and (4) 2. 5I .

IV, we needed to know the equilibrium populations
of the two ionic states [Eq. (20)j. For this pur-
pose a series of ordinary transmission runs were
done using a thin (P = 1) sample of powdered
~-FezO3. This thin sample was used, in contrast
with the thick one of the same material for SEDM,
in order to obtain narrower lines and hence better
energy resolution. The trapezoidal-function gen-
erator was again set to run only over the velocity

~ IRON

0 OXYGEN

FIG. 14. Unit cell of o.-Fe203. The spin directions
indicated correspond to a temperature T& TM.

I

2

I I b)

a)

5 6 Line positions

FIG. 15. Transmission spectra of a 90%-enriched
sample of n-Fe&O& showing the two different hyperfine
patterns (a) above and (b) below TM.

range of the sixth peak. The results are shown in
Fig. 16. From this figure we see that at room
temperature one observes a single line which cor-
responds to the room-temperature hyperfine pat-
tern. At lower temperatures a second line cor-
responding to a different hyperfine interaction ap-
pears and becomes increasingly more intense until
at T„=263.5 K, the two lines are of about equal
intensity. Below T„ line II increases at the ex-
pense of line I. The bottom spectrum in Fig. 16
was obtained at 77 K and shows a single narrow
line at g. 20 mm/sec. A computer program was
used to obtain the best two-line Lorentzian fit to
the experimental data. From these data, the equi-
librium populations of the two ionic spin states P,
and Pz, were obtained as a function of temperature.
These values were used in generating the neces-
sary theoretical SEDM relaxation spectra.

Our SEDM experiments were performed using
a scatterer of 90/&-enriched a-Fe203 powder, i. e. ,
the same material as used for Fig. 16. However,
the sample was made thicker to have an effective
single-line thickness parameter P = 350. Our first
SEDM experiments were performed with the
~-Fez03 scatterer at 263. 5 K. The CVD was set
on the energy of the sixth line at room tempera-
ture and the analyzer scanned over a velocity range
in the neighborhood of the sixth peak. The results
are given by the dots in Fig. 17. If these results
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FIG. 16. Transmission spectra in the niighborhood of
the most energetic transition in G. -Fe2 03 at different
temperatures in the transition region. The samdle was
a thin {p=l) 90/0-enriched o.'-Fe2 03 specimen.

FIG. 18. Experimental SEDM spectra of an enriched
~-Fe2 03 scatterer at (a) 261 and (b) 259.5 K. The
dashed curves are computed according to Sec. III with-
out time-dependent effects. The solid curves are com-
puted results for relaxation times of{a) 2.3 x10 7 and(b)
2.9 x 10 sec, respectively.

8.54mm/sec 9 20mm/sec

IOO
~ ~ ~ ~ VELOCITY
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0.96
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FIG. 17. Experimental SEDM spectrum of an enriched
e-Fe2 03 scatter at Z=263. 5 K. The sashed line is com-
puted according to Sec. III without time-dependent effects.
The solid curve is the computed result for a relaxation
time of 1.1x 107 sec.

represent simply a superposition of two static
hyperfine patterns, they could be explained by using
the results of our time-independent SEDM cal-
culations (Sec. III). One would simply have three
contributions: the Rayleigh scattering, the reso-
na, nt contribution from exciting a peak at or near
its resonance (8. 84 mm/sec), and another reso-
nant contribution from exciting a second peak off
resonance. The calculated result according to the
time-independent methods of Sec. III is shown in

Fig. 17 by the dashed line. The dashed line can also
be considered roughly as the sum of experimental
spectra obtained by exciting the peak at room tem-
perature near resonance and the peak at liquid-
nitrogen temperature off resonance. The liquid-ni-
nitrogen peak was actually slightly shifted in our
calculations because of the temperature dependence
of the internal magnetic field. Notice that the dashed
line is quite symmetric. This is to be expected
for this case because the major contribution is
Mossbauer resonant scattering on resonance which
is symmetric. The Rayleigh contribution is also
symmetric. The asymmetric term arising from
resonance scattering off resonance is relatively
small. However, the solid curve shows the best
time-dependent calculated result. Figure 18 shows
our results for SEDM experiments done at 259. 5

and 261 K. As in Fig. 17 the dots are the data
points, the dashed curve gives the theoretical
SEDM results soithout relaxation, and the solid
curve gives the theoretical SEDM results assuming
relaxation. Because of the well-known hysteresis
effect, which we also observed, all experiments
were done by first going to liquid-nitrogen tempera-
ture and approaching each new temperature from
the low-temperature side. It is worth emphasizing
that the results shown in Figs. 10, 17, and 18 were
taken using the same sample and geometry only
the temperature was changed. In comparing Figs.
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10, 17, and 18 it is important to keep in mind the
various contributions to the time-independent SEDN
line shape. In addition, notice that the change in
the percentage effect with temperature can be made
apparent by looking at Fig. 16.

VI. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

We have developed selective-excitation double-
Mossbauer {SEDM) calculations that apply to a
"split" scatterer, and include Rayleigh, incoherent
electronic, and thickness effects. These results
can be used to fit experimental SEDM data in the
absence of relaxation processes. These calcula-
tions show that the exact location and line shape of
an SEDM spectrum depend on the physical thickness
of the sample, the relative Rayleigh-to-Mossbauer
resonant contribution, and the energy difference
between the Mossbauer resonant energy and the
excitation energy. The consequence of sample
thickness for most SEDM cases is to give rise to
an "effective" scattering cross section that is very
broad compared to the incident beam spread. Thus
the result is that the emission line shape appears
roughly at the excitation energy but may be asym-
metric if the effective scattering cross section is
not constant over the incoming beam profile. This
will always be true for excitation off resonance
but the degree of asymmetry depends on the factors
listed above. We have verified these calculations
by doing SEDM experimental runs on enriched iron-
powder scatterers at room temperature, and on
an enriched a-FezO3 powder scatterer at liquid-
nitrogen temperature,

We have further demonstrated the advantage of
the SEDM technique in the study of relaxation pro-
cesses, as compared to the regular Mossbauer
transmission procedure (see Fig. 13). We have
applied these relaxation procedures to study the
Morin transition in a. -FezQ~. Our results show
that each iron nucleus in Q. -Fe&O3 near the Morin
temperature is in a fluctuating hyperfine field.
The values of the relaxation times at 263. 5, 261,
259. 5, and 258. 5 K are respectively (1. 1 s 0. 2)
x 10 ', (2. 3 ~ 0. 4) x 10 ', (2. 9 ~ 0. 6) x 10 ', and (4. 3
+ 0. 9) x 10 ' sec.
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APPENDIX A

In See. III there are various W's which are
needed in calculating the result for Eq. (9). We
will use the "line" notation as shown in Fig. 4.

W2--—(1 —cos 8),
1 2

1 — {1+cos8),

8'4 = 8'3, 8'5 ——5'~,

To find 8' we need to integrate over all angles.
We find,

1 — 1 — 1
1 4 u 2 6 & 3

lV~ = 8'3,

We also need the quantities W;, (o). These are
formed by multiplying the angular factor for the
absorption process by the angular factor for the
emission process and then, since we are dealing
with powder samples, integrating over all angles
subject to the constraint that the angle between the
incoming and outgoing radiation is a, . These
quantities are

W, W, = WSW~= — — (1+cos 8,)(1+cos Hz),
2 2

3 2 4 2W W = W W = — — (1 —cos 8~){l—cos 82),
8m

W3 W3 W4 W4 = ——(1 + cos 8~){1+ cos 8,),2 2

WzW4= —— (1 —cos Hi)(l+cos Hz),
2 2

W~ W2= — — (1+cos Hi)(1 —cos Hz),
2 2

W3 W5 = — — (1 + cos 8, )(1 —cos Hz),
2 2

W, W, = — — (1 —cos 8,){1+cos 82).

The only complication in the averaging process
involves an average over (cos Hqcos Hz) subject to
the constraint ~ This can be done in the following
way. Let y, indicate the direction of the incident
photon and yz represent the direction of the out-
going photon with respect to a particular (i, j, k)
coordinate system. Then k y& ——cos8q, k. pq
= cos8z, and y& yz= cosa. . Now if we perform the
same rotation R on y& and yz, then Ryq yz = cosa. .
The necessary average ean be found by integrating
(k Ry&) (k Ryz)2 over all values of R. This can
be done fairly easily by using group theory.

(cos Hg cos Hp ) = (1)8v) J (k Ryg) (k ' Ry2)

x (1 —cosy) dy d A.

Wi = (1+cos 8),
In this calculation the axis of the rotation A

points in the direction subtended by dQ and the
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angle of rotation about this axis is y. The above
integral allows us to sum over all possible rota-
tions 8 by summing over all axes and all angles of
rotation. It should be noted that 0 &y & g. Using
the rotation matrix given by Goldstein 3 and per-
forming the above integral gives

1+2cos g2

(COB eg cos 82) =
&3,3=&4,4=9 &i,~

1 26+2 cos ~

8'p 4=%'~ ~-—W3 ~
—-S'~ 3=—
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